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Local 979 Gathers to Honor Fallen Workers
Worker’s
Memorial Day
As
another
year’s Worker’s
Memorial
Day,
April 28th, came
to a close a
Safety Chairman
great
many thanks
Tony Pasquale
to everyone who
participated in health and safety day
at the union hall on April 25th. We
had a all kinds of activities going
on: American Red Cross blood
drive, health fair, fall protection
display,
visitors
from
around
ArcelorMittal USA, and VIPs touring
our mighty plant.

privileges under the contract, but being
steelworkers means we also have many
obligations and great responsibility. We
are obligated to work safe every day
and fix the hazards we are capable of
fixing. As for those hazards we are not
capable of fixing, we must report them
to our supervisors and safety advocates.

As a steel worker we are responsible
not only to look out for our safety, but
also our coworker’s safety. This mean
supervisors and contractors that may be
in our mill at any given time. After all
they are just trying to look out for and
provide for their families. They bleed
red just like me and you.

Even with all the exciting activities
taking place let there be no doubt what Members of Local 979 and employees of ArcelorMittal gather for Workers
that day was all about. The day is all Memorial Day
about honoring our fallen sisters and
brothers that have died on the job. As
we said a prayer for the dead, we must
never forget to fight like hell for the
living workers in our plant. The safety
committee’s goal, as should everyone
who works in our plant, must be to
make sure that we never add another
name to this damn granite slab!
Over a long and storied history
making steel in Cleveland, many people
have questioned “are we our sisters
and brothers keeper?” The answer is
and always has been “hell yes!” As Vice President Sam Moyer standing next to USW Local 979 workers
steelworkers we have many rights and memorial monument. The only workers monument in Cleveland
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A Letter from the President

“The Union’s opposition to this has never
wavered. We will continue to stand against it
until an arbitrator has rendered a decision ”
President
Dan Boone

Greetings Brothers and Sisters,
Thank you for reading Issue 3 of
our monthly newsletter. I’ll start
this report with good news. We
WILL be receiving a profit-sharing
check in the amount of $0.958 per
hour worked in the first quarter of
2019. up to a maximum of 48 hours
per week.
Time Clocks
First up in this report is the time
clock issue. The technical name of
the program that will be generating
our paychecks is Dayforce. The
name alone sounds draconian
compared to Work Brain, the name
of the system that is going away.
We are also the last of the major
ArcelorMittal plants that do not
have time clocks. Here is the history
and timeline of events on how we
got into the position we are in today.
History
Prior to the shutdown of LTV,
the Cleveland plant did have time
clocks. As part of the partnership
when ISG was formed, the Union
and the company agreed to
eliminate time clocks. Since that
time, the company has disciplined
brothers and sisters for leaving early
or coming in late. The company
charged members with time theft if
they reported working more hours
than they actually worked.
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The company’s original reason
for the change of pay systems had
nothing to do with time clocks. It
was because the Work Brain pay
system was dying and needed to be
replaced.
The installation and the
implementation of the time clocks
continue to be discussed at our
Executive Board and Grievance
Committee meetings. The Union’s
opposition to this has never
wavered. We will continue to stand
against it until an arbitrator has
rendered a decision -- be it favorable
or unfavorable.
In the interim, albeit slowly,
the company moved forward
with its program. We are using
every avenue available to retain
this important aspect of the ISG
partnership. Although we have met
with the company on the placement
and implementation of the time
clocks, many things need to be
discussed. The issues that arise
from the May 6th. startup are part of
what is considered to be the effects
of implementation. One such issue
would be “walk times.” To date,
since we don’t know what they are,
no effects have been negotiated.
It should be noted that Cleveland
management really didn’t want this
headache either, but they didn’t
have a choice.
Steel Valley News

Time Line
On June 16, 2017 the Union
received a written formal notification
of the company’s intent to install
time clocks in the Cleveland plant.
At that time, it was the company’s
expectation that the system would be
operational in October of 2017. On
June 21, 2017 the Union requested
to bargain over the issue and in July
of that year the company responded,
that in their opinion there was no
violation of the labor agreement and
therefore they had no obligation to
bargain. On July 31st we responded
with a letter requesting information
on the time clocks.
On August 29th, a board charge
was filed while we waited for the
information we requested. After
a delay, the company responded
in October of 2017 with the
information we had requested in
July. Since that time the devices are
all installed and are now running in
test mode, and our time will still be
reported in Work Brain.
Going forward, after reading the
letter and FAQ’s you received from
the company by mail, should you
have any issues with your cards, or
have questions on how the system
is supposed to work, I suggest you
ask your direct supervisor as well as
Continued on pg.3
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your Union representative. It is the
company that will be enforcing the
policies attached to this system and
your managers should be supplying
the answers too. That being said,
until it is all sorted out, the company
will move forward with its plan and
at some point, will be enforcing the
rules as described.
Business Conditions
We are entering another
interesting time in our careers.
Orders are down; prices are down;
and imports are down. Cleveland’s
orders have slowed, and the blast
furnaces have reduced output by
1,000 tons a day. This cut back,
which is hopefully a temporary
situation, is tied mainly to hot band
coils. In the interim, our expertise
in making advanced high strength
steel should keep all units working
at nearly full capacity.
One of the reasons for the
slowing of orders is the additional
output that has come into the market
from domestic steel producers like
Big River and Granite City. More
than 3 million tons of added capacity
have hit the market in the last year
and a half. While this situation is
not a cause for concern at this time,
continuing for an extended period
isn’t something we would want for
any ArcelorMittal plant. Especially
ours! It is our production numbers,
quality, on time delivery, and
Advanced High Strength Steel that
keeps us a favored plant.
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Activities
The Activities Committee is
working to continue to provide
you and your families with more
opportunities to gather with your
brothers and sisters at major outings
such as the Indians game, the 2 days
at Cedar Point and 2 golf outings.
We are also planning a burger bash
and cornhole tournaments at the
Union Hall sometime this summer.

off days or worse, your vacation or
worse, impact your earnings.
In closing, I’m still hearing
reports of people turning their
brothers and sisters in to the
company for issues that are far
better brought to your Union
representatives. STOP IT! Bring
them to us please.

In Solidarity,
The Union Store is also up and President
running and will have Union made Dan Boone
Local 979 merchandise such as
shirts, clocks, drinking glasses and
other items for sale at our Union
Hall. Your suggestions as to what
else should be included in the store
are welcome. Many thanks to Rick
Pietrick and Joe Venere for making
the idea for a store a reality.
Thanks to Matt Cawley, Arbert
Gonzalez, Dan Kall and Rick
Pietrick for making this newsletter
happen. Again, as the newsletter
develops, your input as to what you
would like to see included or omitted
in future papers is encouraged.
We welcome your input.
Conclusion
As always, work safe on the job
and at home. That hot minute at
home with the string trimmer or that
quick nail you’re putting in without
safety glasses could potentially ruin
your day and maybe even worse,
cause lost time from work. At work
let’s concentrate on work. Lack of
focus on the job could ruin your
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Chief Grievance Officer
Tony Panza

Recently as many of you
are already aware your Area
Representatives and myself filed
grievances in regards to hiring
and bidding….. or rather the lack
there of. When a plant is correctly
manned there can be a great debate
about hiring. It is the Jobs vs.
Overtime argument. That is to say
hiring people can reduce or even
eliminate overtime. Some folks are
so used to living off of the OT that
any reduction causes them a great
deal of concern. We as a plant do
not have that problem currently
and I would venture to say (under
normal operating levels) that will
not change soon, because we are
really short a great many people.
That goes across all Departments
and Job Classes and as a result of
this it appears to me that we are
not helping ourselves at times in
helping to identify the problem.
From an Operations stand point
many of us are either not filing
grievances when there are openings
in our units that should have bids
posted or if the openings are posted
we are not signing these because we
like the flexibility the lower level
provides. Open positions above us
that are permanent need to be bid
and done so in a timely matter. Our
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A Letter from the Grievance Chair
folks need to move up into these
positions. When they do it is much
more likely that the lack of people
at the lower level will become more
obvious as it reduces the flexibility
the Company has. This is not causing
a slowdown this us protecting our
own jobs! Occasionally you may
have to bite the bullet and come
in to make sure a job does not go
unmanned to protect our jobs!
Running and producing consistently
with less people makes it harder to
get more people. Most managers
understand this but we are under the
“Lets cut off our nose despite our
face” business model in Cleveland
now.

OT is down. Each preceding year
it has risen while Contractor hours
continue to grow. This tells me that
those that like to work a great deal
of OT are retiring and that those left
not so much. Our work is our work
only as long as we protect it.

Training plays a big part in
this as well. We must demand the
Company honors the commitments
laid out in the BLA. To do this
requires that we have people to
allow this uninterrupted training.
Yes, I understand that some of us
may have to bounce around a bit but
it really does benefit all of us and the
Plant. When we pass on training, we
allow again the Company to get by
From a Crafts stand point we with less people and in the end all of
need to work hard at pushing back us will pay the price.
on the Contractors coming in to
do our work. I Fully agree and
Now there are those that
understand in many cases we don’t complain well we have S/A, FMLA,
have enough to get it all done, so Vacations and etc., and that is why
we must accept some Contractors. we are short people. Makes sense
However, this is so like this issue to me but that is a part of doing
of imported steel. For decades now business is it not? This Company can
we do not have enough capacity to figure out how many people it needs
make all the steel the USA needs, to maintain the jobs and production
so we have to allow some imports. and do so without truly breaking the
You would think that would keep us man/hour/ton advantage. As bereft
all working and never slow down. we are of people, I do not believe
Right!? Instead every few years we this is a danger. Push for Bids, Claim
lose more jobs and plants this opens Work and Demand your Training!
the doors to more imports. Much These are the issues that will benefit
like allowing Contractors in results our Production Levels and Quality
in more Contractors and eventually of Life Issues in a positive way.
us losing jobs. Of course, this means
we will all be a great deal busier but
it beats the inevitable alternative. In Solidarity,
For the first time the 2018 Business Chief Grievance Officer
Plan actually shows that our average Tony Panza
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A Letter from the Safety Committee
It is time to break with tradition.

Sisters and Brothers,
Summer is almost upon us, and it will soon be time to get out and enjoy time with family and friends.
Summertime is loaded with some wonderful traditions, fourth of July picnics and fireworks, family vacations,
baseball games, family reunions, cookouts, swimming, fishing, boating, golfing, bike riding, or maybe just a lazy
day in the backyard hammock. There is one summertime tradition we can all do without. Summer is traditionally
a high injury period in the steel mills, and our plant is no different. We also have a tradition of higher injuries at
home. We do not have to accept this as a fact of life. Injuries do not have to occur, and they can be prevented in
the summertime or anytime. Together we can make this the safest summer ever. We can keep the other traditions,
but the injuries we can do without.
As we close the books on the month of April let us take a minute to review on some of the injury statistics for
the month. There were 12 injures total, and two of them were OSHA recordable/loss time injures. We must remain
diligent on our jobs, recognize summer as a frequently high injury time of year, and continue our journey to zero.
In Solidarity,
Safety Committee Chairman
Tony Pasquale

Remembering Our Brothers & Sisters who made the Ultimate Sacrifice
Fonzo Bruner
Steve Prunchak Jr.
Henry Dominick
Thomas Gallucci
Clarence Pintner
John Pozenel
Pedro Torres
Johnny Teague
Arthur L. Moyer Sr.
Ladimer Jelinek
Thomas Turner
Larry Lastafka
Larry Waldron
David Tokar
John Van Riper
David McCroskey
James Meyers
Jack Horner
Delores Brown
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Joseph Kotarsky
Allen Betts
Joan Latten
James Kelly
John Uhr
Morris Gordon
Rudolph Kovach
Charles Pollack
Thomas Calvey
Steven Piktel
Norm Redmond
Charles Summers
Michael Thomas
William Osborne
Willa Clay
Isaac Lawrence Jr.
Harry Michael Loew
Randolph Vayda
David Plavchan
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Local 979 Committees

Local 979 Committees

Next Generation

Summer Bike Drive



 
Union Hall’s neighborhood. If your children
  
ǡ 

 
  Ǥ


Summer Cornhole Tournament

NextGen will be hosting Local 979’s first
Sunday June
30th.
   
 
 
Ǥ
All members and retirees are welcome to
sign up and play.

To sign up, Call or Email Rick Pietrick at 440-570-0404 or Rpietrick@gmail.com

Women Of Steel
2019 Annual Spring Hope Tote Collection
 ʹͳ
   
Ǥ
   ǤDonations
can also be given to any Women of Steel
member in your work area. 
Christine Dempsey – Hot Mill
Ashley Longa - #1SP BOF

List of Suggested Donations

Ƭ 


 
Ƭ
 

 



  



Nicole Perry – HDGL
Mary Jo Vitale – Labor

Willa Evans – Water Treatment
Angela Lee – MTE

If you are interested in joining Women Of Steel call Nicole Perry at 216-496-2196

Local 979 Vetreran’s Committee

17th Annual Rally For The Troops


members from the Local 979 Veteran’s
 

tribute to Ohio’s fallen heroes, all veterans,
Ǥ

To join the Veteran’s Committee call Mike
Galletti at 216-2245940

Ͷ ʹͲͳͻ
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SAVE THE DATE

1 Annual Local 979
Cornhole Tournament
st

Sunday June 30th 2019

Sign up with a partner to compete for prizes and
most importantly bragging rights to be crowned
the “Cornhole Champion of the Valley”.
•
•
•
•

All Members and Retirees are welcome to compete.
Tournament begins at 1 p.m. Must check-in prior.
Please have teams registered by June 16th.
Cost $10 per team.
To register, contact Rick Pietrick at 440-570-0404 or Rpietrick@gmail.com
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Upcoming
Events

June 1st
Local 979 Golf Outing
Briardale Greens Golf Course
8:00am Shotgun Start
Deadline to sign up is May 22nd

July 6th or August 3rd
USW Local 979 Summer Outing

Cedar Point Amusement Park Family Outing
Deadline for July 6th is June 24th
Deadline for August 3rd is July 22nd

If you are interested in any EVENTS
Call Sam Moyer 216-571-3322 or Wally Harper 440-525-4657
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